
Once upon a Time
Introduce MC and family. Describe the home and tell
how MC came to live there. Introduce each family
member creating contrast between MC and them.



I hate my life!
Describe MC’s everyday life. What is MC forced to do and
of what is MC deprived? Describe how MC takes it all. Give
a sense that MC is unhappy and deserves much better.

Everyday Life



If only I could go!
Describe the Special event and how MC finds out about it.
Tell how this gives hope that the MC may have a better life.
Indicate what is needed to be successful (special clothing or
equipment, attributes or skills).

Announcement!



Reaction - Denied!

It will be wonderful - but not for you!
Describe the conversation between MC and family denying
MC the chance to go. What excuse if any do they use? Does
the family intend to go? Describe how they talk about the
event.



Preparation

Now help us get ready!
Describe the family preparing for the event. How do
they treat the MC? What last minute things do they do
to keep MC from going?



Now what! - Well, maybe I can go!
Describe the MC’s feelings when left all alone. What hap-
pens to make MC realize that there is a chance? (1st Problem
solving device)



Complications

Oh no! Just my luck!
The 1st problem solving device failed. Tell what happened.
Tell what the MC did to make the new device possible.



New Hope

I’m going to make it after all!
Finally something happens that helps the MC get to the event.
How does MC finally get there with all the necessary equip-
ment, etc.?



Arrival

All eyes turned!
MC just arrived at the event. Describe the excitement of the
event. What was happening at the moment MC arrived?
Describe how everyone’s attention turned to MC and why.



Success

And the prize goes to..!
It’s MC’s turn to participate. Describe the MC being succesful
in the event. Describe everyone’s reaction to what the MC
does.



Reflection

Now this is living!!
Describe MC’s new life. Give the feeling of how much better it
is and how MC enjoys it. You might also tell what happened to
the family.


